Worlingham CEVC Primary School
HOMEWORK POLICY
Like a tree firmly planted by streams of living water we will grow
in knowledge, love, faith and wisdom.

Based on Psalm 1:3

What are the aims of this policy?
•
•
•

To ensure a consistent approach to homework throughout the school.
To ensure that teachers, parents and children have a clear understanding regarding
expectations for homework.
To ensure that teachers, parents and children are fully aware of the role they play with
regard to homework.

What is the purpose of homework?
•
•
•
•

To consolidate, reinforce and extend skills.
To provide opportunities for parents and children to work together.
To allow parents to gain an understanding of what children are learning in school.
To allow children to progress towards becoming more independent learners.

What is the role of the school?
•
•
•

To provide parents with a clear policy regarding homework.
To ensure this policy is fully and consistently followed.
To provide support for parents with information about homework.

What is the role of the teacher?
•
•
•
•
•

To plan and set homework that is appropriate to the needs of the child.
To ensure all children understand the homework they have been given.
To mark homework.
To be available to talk to parents and children about homework.
To inform parents if there is a problem regarding homework.

What is the role of the parent?
•
•
•
•
•

To support the child in completing homework.
To ensure the child completes homework to a high standard and hands it in on time.
To provide the appropriate conditions for the child to complete the homework.
To provide the appropriate resources for the child to complete the homework. (Please talk
with the class teacher if you need resources).
TO SIGN AND DATE THE READING RECORD EACH TIME THE CHILD READS.

What is the role of the child?
•
•
•
•
•

To ensure they have everything they need to complete homework each week.
To make sure they understand the tasks that have been set. (Encourage children to talk to
a teacher if they don’t understand).
To put in the same level of effort as would be expected of class work.
To hand the homework in on time.
To take on board any feedback about homework.
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HOMEWORK IN THE FOUNDATION STAGE
Learning together is the emphasis for children in the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS). The
activities are Literacy based with a strong emphasis on reading together.
What type of work will the child get?
Reading
In the Foundation Stage children will be given phonemes, high frequency words and word boxes
that the children are learning at the child’s own pace.
• Adults reading to children
Parents are encouraged to share books from their own homes, the School Library and other
Library facilities, they are also asked to share reading in the environment when it is appropriate
i.e. signs and captions in the street. Parents should encourage children to point to words as
they are being read. Discussion about the books is important.
• Children reading to an adult
When they are ready to, children will start bringing simple books home to ‘read’ to an adult.
Some of the books in the first term will be ‘textless books’ – much valuable conversation and
discussion can be had about the pictures and the layout of the book. Again, encouraging the
child to point to the words as they are being read is important. Discussing the story and the
characters and asking questions about the book will help with the child’s understanding of
language. Please sign and date the child’s reading record each time they have read.
Tricky Truck words
Children learn to read tricky truck words as part of ‘Letters and Sounds’. Regularly practising
reading them, looking out for the words in reading books and playing games with them will really
benefit the child. For some children it will be useful to practise writing the words as well as reading
them.
Letter formation
At the beginning of the child’s first term in Reception, the Reception teachers will provide parents
with a sheet to support children with letter formation. This shows where to start and finish when
forming each letter and what each letter should look like. Giving children the opportunity to
practise forming letters and also developing drawing skills with a variety of different tools will give
them valuable practice. The important thing is to watch them and correct any mistakes sensitively
so they don’t fall into bad habits.
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HOMEWORK IN KEY STAGE 1
How much time should be spent on homework?
Year 1/2

10 minutes reading daily.
Weekly spellings.

For children in KS1 we encourage parents to work together with their child to support them with
their homework. The emphasis remains on English and reading in particular but we include ways
in which children can be supported with important Maths and related topic work.
What type of work will my child get?
Reading
Reading on a regular basis is vital when children are in Years One and Two. Children will bring
their reading books home every evening and the role of the adult is to listen and support them. It
is important to remind them to use different strategies to read new words, sounding out the word,
looking at the pictures and looking for words within words are ways in which the child can read an
unknown word. Just as important is discussing the book to check that the child has understood
what has been read. Children will have a reading record which parents/carers should sign, date
and comment in each time they read with the child.
High Frequency Words
Children will have daily phonics lessons throughout KS1 which will also include ways that children
can build up a secure sight vocabulary. It is vital that children build up a bank of words which they
can read and spell on sight. Children will bring home some words each week for them to read,
write and learn. Parents can help children to learn these by practising them regularly and often.
Numeracy
Children will sometimes receive set work in Maths. However there are important skills that
children should have in place by the time they leave KS1 such as number bonds to 20 and
2x5x10x tables including patterns. Parents can support their child by giving them lots of
opportunities to practise these skills.
How can parents find out more information about homework?
Each year group will inform the parents about homework in the parents meetings held at the
beginning of the year. Teachers will have systems for handing in homework and they will tell
parents and children about this at the beginning of the year. If parents need advice on how to
support their children with homework then they can talk to the class teacher.
What about children who don’t complete homework?
The expectation is that children will complete homework.
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HOMEWORK IN KEY STAGE 2
How much time should be spent on homework?
Year 3/4

Year 5/6

Daily reading.
Weekly Maths task.
Weekly spellings.
Weekly Grammar task.
Topic based learning task.
Daily reading.
Weekly tables.
Weekly numeracy activity and activity sheet.
Weekly spellings.
Weekly comprehension task.
Grammar.

As children get older, homework provides an opportunity for them to develop the skill of
independent learning. It is important that parents support their children but good habits of
independent study should be encouraged. The main focus for homework in KS2 continues to be
based around English and Maths however, children will be given more varied tasks in other areas
of the curriculum.
What type of work will my child get?
Reading
Children may read to an adult, with an adult or read to themselves in the presence of an adult.
The story and characters should be talked about and new words discussed. Older children need a
clear understanding of the story that sometimes will go beyond the literal meaning of the text.
Children read texts that are more detailed and will take longer to read. They should be
encouraged to discuss their texts and be able to answer questions e.g.“Why?” where an opinion is
required. They should be encouraged to read all types of texts including non-fiction. Children in
KS2 are responsible for filling in their reading record every day and making sure it is in school.
Occasional book reviews are carried out. Again, please sign and date the reading record when
you listen to your child read.
English
Children will be expected to learn spellings from memory. They may be asked to read something
and answer questions. Sometimes the task will be a piece of writing.
Maths
This will also be based around what the children will be learning in class. The work could be
linked to lessons on shape, measures or handling data. Lots of the activities will be based around
number work and learning tables.
The Home Learning Journal may also include a link to other curriculum areas, Science,
Geography, History and so on. It could take many forms, preparing a talk, completing a piece of
research or conducting an interview. The children may take part in a creative challenge linked to
the topic. The nature of this work may be more open ended than in other areas and encourages
independent learning. This work will be marked by the teacher to encourage and motivate the
children.
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